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DYNAMICALLY ADJUSTING BANDWIDTH USAGE AMONG SUBSCRIBER
STREAMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

Not applicable.

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

The present disclosure relates to digital terminal adapters, and more specifically,

to systems and methods of adjusting the bandwidth usage of digital terminal adapters.

BACKGROUND

A growing number of consumers now have high speed, or broadband, connections

to the Internet in their homes. The increased bandwidth provided by these broadband

connections allows the delivery of media services, such as telephone, digital television,

and/or video, to a multimedia terminal adapter (MTA) located in the home. Several of

these technologies use one or more protocols in the Internet Protocol (IP) family as a

delivery mechanism. In the telephony context, this technology is known as Voice over IP

(VoIP). In the video context, this technology is known as IP television, or IPTV.

The IP family of protocols uses a layered approach, with IP itself acting as the

network layer protocol. Sitting on top of the IP network layer is a transport layer such as

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) or User Data Protocol (UDP). The IP family also

includes a variety of session layer protocols above the transport layer, such as Hypertext

Transport Protocol (HTTP), File Transfer Protocol (FTP), Real-Time Transport Protocol

(RTP), Real-Time Transport Control Protocol (RTCP) and Session Description Protocol

(SDP). IPTV delivers video or television as a Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG)

transport stream, carried by UDP/IP, or RTP/UDP/IP. VoIP carries the voiceband data in

an RTP/UDP/IP stream, uses SDP for call setup and signaling, and RTCP to monitor

quality of service (QoS).



Typically, each service (e.g., data, voice, video) is carried as a separate stream

within the single broadband connection to the home. Furthermore, each instance of a

service is itself a separate stream. Thus, when the home is using the MTA to make a VoIP

phone call, to watch an IPTV channel, to browse a web page, and to download a file, this

results in at least four simultaneous streams. In a conventional MTA, the streams within

the MTA are unaware of each other, and no centralized entity manages the bandwidth of

the broadband connection. Therefore, in a conventional MTA the amount of bandwidth

that is used by a particular stream depends on the remote transmitter (i.e., the video

program source, the web server, or the phone). If too much bandwidth is used by data

services, media packets may be dropped, and the usability of media services can be

adversely affected. Thus, a need arises for these and other problems to be addressed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Many aspects of the disclosure can be better understood with reference to the

following drawings. The components in the drawings are not necessarily to scale,

emphasis instead being placed upon clearly illustrating the principles of the present

disclosure.

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an environment in which one embodiment of a

system and method of dynamically adjusting bandwidth usage among subscriber streams

is located.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting selected components of the MTA from FIG. 1.

FIGs. 3A and 3B illustrate the relative usage of bandwidth by streams received by

the MTA from FIG. 1.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a protocol stack implemented by one

embodiment of the MTA of FIG. 1.



FIG. 5 is a data flow diagram showing the interaction of the logic for adjusting

stream bandwidth of FIG. 4 with other components in the protocol stack of FIG. 4.

FIG. 6 is a message flow diagram showing one interactions between the

components of the protocol stack of FIG. 4 in one example scenario.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an environment in which one embodiment of a

system and method of dynamically adjusting bandwidth usage among subscriber streams

is located. A multimedia terminal adapter (MTA) 110 receives Internet data services as

well as IP-transported media services over a local subscriber loop 120. The media

services may include, but are not limited to, voice over IP (VoIP) telephone services, IP

television (IPTV) services, IP video services, and and/or IP music or audio services. The

implementation of the subscriber loop 120 depends on the service provider: in some

embodiments, the subscriber loop 120 is implemented over twisted copper pair(s)

telephone lines using digital subscriber loop (DSL). In other embodiments, the subscriber

loop 120 is uses coax, hybrid fiber-coax (HFC), or fiber cabling, among other possible

transmission mediums. In still other embodiments, the subscriber loop 120 is

implemented using a wireless connection, for example, WiFi (IEEE 802.1 1) or WiMAX

(IEEE 802.16).

The MTA 110 is coupled to one or more peripheral devices, as appropriate for the

media service(s) provided to the subscriber. According to the exemplary embodiment of

FIG. 1, a PC 130 coupled to the MTA 110 by a local area network (LAN) link 135

receives Internet data access through the MTA 110, a telephone 140 provides the user

with VoIP telephone service through the MTA 110, and a display 145 provides the user

with IPTV or IP video services through the MTA 110. In other embodiments of MTA

110, a speaker (not shown) provides the user with IP music or audio services through the



MTA 110. Various other embodiments of MTA 110 provide combinations of these

services, and other IP media services, to appropriate devices.

These data and/or media services are received by the MTA 110 over an access

network 150 coupled to the subscriber loop 120. The access network 150 is coupled to an

Internet Protocol (IP) network 155, such as the Internet. The access network 150 thus

gives the MTA 110 access to other computers coupled to the IP network 155, such as, for

example, a Web server 160.

According to embodiments in which the access network 150 provides IP video

services to the MTA 110, at least one video programming source 165 is coupled to the IP

network 155. The IP video programming stream is transmitted through the IP network

155, through the access network 150, then over subscriber loop 120 to MTA 110. The

MTA 110 converts the stream of IP packets into a video signal, and supplies the video

signal to the display 145 for viewing by the subscriber. In some embodiments, display

145 is a television. In other embodiments, display 145 is a computer monitor.

According to embodiments in which the access network 150 provides IP music or

audio services to the MTA 110, at least one music programming source (not shown) is

coupled to the IP network 155. The IP music program stream is transmitted through the IP

network 155, through the access network 150, then over subscriber loop 120 to MTA 110.

The MTA 110 converts the stream of IP packets into an audio signal, and supplies the

signal to speakers (not shown).

According to embodiments which support voice over IP, the MTA 110 receives an

analog voiceband signal from the telephone 140, converts the signal to a stream of VoIP

packets, and transmits the VoIP stream over the subscriber loop 120. From the subscriber

loop 120, the VoIP stream is transmitted through the access network 150 and through the

IP network 155. A similar communication occurs in the reverse direction: the MTA 110



receives a stream of VoIP packets over the subscriber loop 120, converts the VoIP

packets into an analog voiceband signal, and supplies the voiceband signal to the

telephone 140.

In these VoIP embodiments, a subscriber to the media service can use telephone

140 can make calls to, and receive calls from, any of VoIP telephones 170 that are

connected to the IP network 155. In some VoIP embodiments, the IP network 155 is also

coupled to a telephone network 175, such as the Public Switched Telephone Network

(PSTN). The subscriber can then use MTA 110 to make calls to, and receive calls from,

any of telephones 180 which are coupled to the telephone network 175.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing selected components of an exemplary MTA

110 which implements embodiments of the systems and methods of dynamically

adjusting bandwidth usage among subscriber streams disclosed herein. MTA 110

comprises: a modem 210; a local network interface 220; a video decoder module 230; a

voice coder/decoder, or codec 240; a peripheral I/O interface 250; a processor 260; and

memory 270. These components are communicatively coupled by a data bus 280.

The memory 270 contains instructions that are executed by the processor 260 to

control operations of the MTA 110. The peripheral I/O interface 250 provides input and

output signals, for example, user inputs from a remote control or front panel buttons or a

keyboard, and outputs such as LEDs or an LCD on an exterior panel.

The modem 210 sends and receives signals over the subscriber loop 120. In some

embodiments, for example, the modem 210 is a "cable modem" and, in other

embodiments, the modem 210 is a "DSL modem". In some embodiments, for example,

WiFi or WiMAX, the modem takes the form of a network adapter rather than a modem.

The modem 210 may be integrated into the MTA 110, or may be a separate device

with a layer- 1 or local area network (LAN) connection to the MTA 110, such as Ethernet.



The modem 210 supplies the processor 260 with a stream of packets received over the

subscriber loop 120, containing data, voice, and/or video. The data packets, after optional

processing by the processor 260, are supplied to the network interface 220, which is

coupled to the PC 130 (FIG. 1). In the reverse direction, the processor 260 receives data

packets over the network interface 220 and, after optional processing, the packets are

provided to the modem 210 for transmission over the subscriber loop 120.

Voice packets received by the modem 210 are handled as follows. The voice

packets are processed by the processor 260, then the packets or packet payloads are

supplied to the codec 240. The codec converts the digital voice data in the packets to an

analog voiceband signal. In the reverse direction, the codec 240 receives an analog

voiceband signal and converts the signal to digital voice data. The digital voice data is

packetized into VoIP packets, and the VoIP packets are provided by the processor 260 to

the modem 210 for transmission over the subscriber loop 120.

Video packets received by the modem 210 are handled as follows. The video

packets are processed by the processor 260, then the packets or packet payloads are

supplied to the video decoder 230. The video decoder 230 demultiplexes, decrypts and/or

decodes the video-over-IP packets into a stream of decoded video frames. The frames are

then converted into a video signal supplied to the display 145 (see FIG. 1).

Omitted from FIG. 2 are a number of conventional components, known to those

skilled in the art, that are unnecessary to explain the operation of the systems and methods

of dynamically adjusting bandwidth usage among subscriber streams disclosed herein. A

person of ordinary skill in the art should understand that software components referred to

herein include executable code that is packaged, for example, as a standalone executable

file, a library, a shared library, a loadable module, a driver, or an assembly, as well as

interpreted code that is packaged, for example, as a class.



As explained earlier, each instance of a data and/or media service can be carried in

one or more separate streams on subscriber loop 120. Certain embodiments of the systems

and methods disclosed herein operate to dynamically adjust the relative usage of the

bandwidth by these streams. The effect of this adjustment is illustrated by FIGs. 3A and

3B. In this example, the bandwidth of the subscriber loop 120 is 2.0 Mbits/sec, and four

streams are carried by subscriber loop 120 to the MTA 110 in the downstream (Internet to

subscriber) direction: an HTTP stream 310; an FTP stream 320; and a VoIP stream 330

which includes an RTP (voice) stream 330V and an RTCP (control and statistics) stream

330S. FIG. 3A depicts a chart 300 illustrating the relative usage of bandwidth by these

four streams, under initial conditions: the HTTP stream 310 uses 1.0 Mbits/sec; the FTP

stream 320 uses 0.6 Mbits/sec; the RTP stream 330V uses 0.35 Mbits/sec; and the RTCP

stream 330S uses 0.05 MBits/sec.

FIG. 3B depicts a chart 302 illustrasting the relative usage of bandwidth by these

four streams after adjustment by an embodiment of the systems and/or methods disclosed

herein. Specifically, chart 302 depicts that the bandwidth used by the HTTP stream 310

has been decreased by 0.1 MBits/sec (10%), to 0.9 Mbits/sec. The bandwidth used by the

FTP stream 320 has been decreased by 0.05 MBits/sec (8%) to 0.55 Mbits/sec. The

bandwidth used by the RTCP stream 330S remains the same, at 0.05 MBits/sec. The

bandwidth used by the RTP stream 330V has been increased by 0.15 Mbits/sec, to 0.50

Mbits/sec. Thus, the bandwidth adjustment methods and systems disclosed herein have, in

effect, taken 0.15 Mbits/sec of bandwidth from the two data streams 310 and 320 and

given this bandwidth to the VoIP voice stream 330V. Such a bandwidth adjustment

operation will now be described in further detail.

FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing a protocol stack 400 implemented by an

embodiment of the MTA 110, including logic for dynamically adjusting bandwidth usage



among subscriber streams. A person of ordinary skill in the art should understand that the

logic described in FIG. 4 can be implemented in software, that is, executed from memory

270 by processor 260 (see FIG. 2). Exemplary embodiments of processor 260 include a

microprocessor, a microcontroller, a network processor, and a reconfigurable processor.

A person of ordinary skill in the art should also understand that some or all of the logic

can be implemented in hardware, including, but not limited to, a programmable logic

device (PLD), programmable gate array (PGA), field programmable gate array (FPGA) or

an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC).

As described earlier in connection with FIG. 2, the MTA 110 has two network

interfaces: a modem interface 210 connected to the subscriber loop 120, and a local

network interface 220 connected to the subscriber LAN 135. Each interface (210, 220)

receives packets, from its respective connection, in a particular layer- 1 format, specific to

the type of connection (e.g., DSL, HFC, twisted-pair Ethernet, etc.). Similarly, packets

transmitted by an interface are in a particular layer- 1 format, specific to the connection

type.

Interfaces 210 and 220 bind to the protocol stack 400 at the media access control

(MAC) layer, also known as layer-2, or the link layer. (A person of ordinary skill in the

art should be familiar with the OSI layered model of a protocol stack.) More specifically,

modem interface 210 binds to a first MAC instance 410B, and LAN interface 220 binds

to a second MAC instance 410L. Typically, these MAC instances 410B and 410L are

implemented as a device driver.

A person of ordinary skill in the art should be familiar with layered protocol

stacks. Each layer examines its own layer-specific header and/or trailer, processes the

packet accordingly, and passes the packet up to the appropriate protocol above. On

receipt of a frame from the interface (210, 220) the MAC instance (410B, 410L) removes



the layer-2 packet that is encapsulated within the layer- 1 frame, and provides the

incoming layer-2 packet to the IP module 420. The IP module 420 forwards the layer-4

packet encapsulated within the received layer-3 IP packet to either the UDP module 430

or the TCP module 435, based on the contents of the layer-3 header. In a similar manner,

the UDP module 430 passes incoming layer-5 packets up to either the RTP module 440,

the RTCP module 445, or the SIP module 447, and the TCP module 435 passes incoming

packets up to either the HTTP module 450 or the FTP module 455. Packets flow in the

reverse direction (down the stack) in an analogous manner, as should be understood by a

person of ordinary skill in the art.

However, unlike conventional MTA 110, the protocol stack 400 includes logic for

adjusting stream bandwidth 460. The logic for adjusting stream bandwidth 460 includes

an interface (470) to the TCP module 435, an interface (475) to the broadband MAC

instance 410B, and an interface (480) to the UDP module 430.

The interface 470 is shown in FIG. 4 as connecting to the side of the TCP module

435, rather than to the top or bottom of the TCP module 435, because the interface 470

provides a control path rather than a data path. That is, adjustment logic 460 does not

accept packets from, or provide packets to, the TCP module 435, but instead controls the

behavior of the TCP module 435 in order to adjust the bandwidth used by TCP streams

(e.g., HTTP stream 310 and FTP stream 320 from FIG. 3).

Similarly, the interface 475 is shown in FIG. 4 as a control path rather than a data

path, connecting to the side of the broadband MAC instance 410B. The adjustment logic

460 receives status indications and information from the MAC instance 410B and uses

the status information to periodically determine the total bandwidth in use in broadband

subscriber loop 120, and the relative bandwidth used by each of the streams carried by the

broadband subscriber loop 120.



As a person of ordinary skill in the art should appreciate, when bandwidth in use

approaches the maximum, packets are likely to be dropped on some streams. Although

throughput on TCP streams may suffer when packets are dropped, TCP streams are

relatively tolerant of dropped packets, since TCP is a connection protocol that provides

retransmission. UDP streams, on the other hand, are not tolerant of dropped packets, since

UDP is a datagram protocol and provides no retransmission. For applications or clients

that use UDP, such as VoIP and IPTV, the quality of service will suffer when bandwidth

usage approaches maximum and packets are dropped.

The adjustment logic 460 alleviates this problem by monitoring total bandwidth in

use on the broadband subscriber loop 120, and acting when the total bandwidth in use

reaches a threshold. At this threshold, the adjustment logic 460 uses the control path into

the TCP module 435 to affect the TCP flow control mechanism on one or more streams,

thereby adjusting the bandwidth used by the selected TCP streams. In one embodiment,

the adjustment logic 460 ceases to make flow control parameter adjustments when the

total bandwidth in use drops below a threshold. (In some embodiments, two separate

thresholds are used.)

Notably, the adjustment logic 460 does not directly adjust the bandwidth used by

UDP streams (e.g., VoIP streams 330V and 330S from FIG. 3), since UDP streams are

not connection-oriented and thus have no flow control mechanisms. However, a person of

ordinary skill in the art should understand how, given a fixed amount of bandwidth in the

subscriber loop 120, decreasing the bandwidth used by the TCP streams will free up

bandwidth for use by the UDP streams carrying voice and video.

FIG. 5 is a data flow diagram 500 showing the interaction of the logic for

adjusting stream bandwidth 460 with other components in the protocol stack 400. In this

exemplary scenario, the TCP module 435 provides one socket 510 for the HTTP module



450, and another socket 520 for the FTP module 455. (As known by a person of ordinary

skill in the art, a socket represents a TCP connection to a remote host.) The packet data

path through socket 510 is shown by arrow 530, and the packet data path through socket

520 is shown by arrow 540.

The logic for adjusting stream bandwidth 460 comprises a TCP master controller

550 and a bandwidth monitor 560. The TCP master controller 550 uses a per-socket

control interface (570H, 570F) provided by the TCP module 435 of this embodiment to

set one or more flow control parameters for a particular socket or connection. Examples

of the flow control parameters include the acknowledgement delay and the sliding

window size, but a person of ordinary skill in the art should recognize that other flow

control parameters are also possible, depending on the TCP implementation.

The TCP master controller 550 determines when to set connection flow control

parameters, and what values to use, based on information provided by the bandwidth

monitor 560. The bandwidth monitor 560 periodically queries the broadband MAC

instance 410B (typically a device driver) through a MAC packet statistics interface 580.

Through the packet statistics interface 580, the bandwidth monitor 560 determines the

number of bytes received by the broadband MAC, on a per-stream basis. Using the

periodically updated per-stream byte counts, the bandwidth monitor 560 can compute a

total bandwidth in use on the subscriber loop 120, as well as the bandwidth used by each

stream. The TCP master controller 550 is also notified when a UDP session is created or

destroyed through interface 480, which allows the controller 550 to track the number of

UDP sessions that are open at any particular time.

When the total bandwidth in use crosses over a threshold, the bandwidth monitor

560 notifies the TCP master controller 550 through an indication 590. (In some

embodiments, this notification threshold is configurable.) If a UDP session is currently



open, the TCP master controller 550 provides a query 595 to the bandwidth monitor 560

requesting the relative distribution of bandwidth usage among streams. The TCP master

controller 550 determines which TCP streams are using the most bandwidth and an

appropriate value to set for a flow control parameter on that stream. As one simple

example, the sliding window size parameter may be reduced by half for the TCP stream

with the highest bandwidth usage. As another simple example, the acknowledgement

delay parameter may be increased by 25% for each TCP stream. In the first example,

bandwidth is robbed only from the busiest TCP stream, while in the second example, the

bandwidth reduction is shared by several streams, for example, in a proportional manner.

In another embodiment (not shown), the TCP control interface also allows the

TCP master controller 550 to terminate, or disconnect, a TCP stream. In this embodiment,

the TCP master controller 550 may completely disconnect one or more TCP streams in

order to provide bandwidth for IP media streams.

A person of ordinary skill in the art should realize that a great variety of rules and

criteria can be used within the TCP master controller 550 to adjust the per-stream TCP

flow control parameters. The criteria used by a particular implementation of the TCP

master controller 550 can be tuned based on empirical data and observations.

Returning now to per-stream statistics, the broadband MAC instance 410B

maintains per-stream statistics as follows. As each incoming packet arrives, the

broadband MAC instance 410B examines the packet's layer-3 and layer-4 headers. From

these headers, the broadband MAC instance 410B determines whether the packet is an IP

packet, and if so, the protocol type (e.g., TCP or UDP) and the port number in the packet.

One embodiment maintains a separate counter for each protocol type—port number pair.

A single counter is used for all non-IP packets (e.g., ARP, RARP, ICMP, etc.).



In another embodiment (not shown), the per-stream statistics are maintained by

the IP module 420 rather than the broadband MAC instance 410B, and the bandwidth

monitor 560 queries a packet statistics interface provided by the IP module 420. Although

this embodiment does not track non-IP packets, this variation nonetheless provides an

acceptable solution on those subscriber loops 120 in which non-IP traffic represents a

small percentage of total bandwidth used.

FIG. 6 is a message flow diagram 600 depicting exemplary interactions between

the components of the protocol stack 400. In addition to the bandwidth monitor 560, the

TCP master controller 550, and the TCP module 435, this diagram also includes a remote

peer 605 of the local TCP module 435. The example scenario of FIG. 6 begins with an

indication 610 from the bandwidth monitor 560 to the TCP master controller 550 that the

total bandwidth usage has gone over a threshold. In response, the TCP master controller

550 sends a query 615 to the bandwidth monitor 560 for the bandwidth distribution

statistics. Using these statistics, the TCP master controller 550 selects (620) TCP streams

for adjustment, determines (625) which flow control parameter(s) to adjust, and

determines (630) appropriate values for the selected parameters.

Before setting the flow control parameters to these chosen values, the TCP master

controller 550 sends a query 635 to the TCP module 435 for the current values of the flow

control parameters for the selected streams. The TCP module 435 replies with a message

640 containing these values, which the TCP master controller 550 stores for later use. The

TCP master controller 550 then uses the TCP module control interface (570H or 570F in

FIG. 5) to send a message 645 setting the flow control parameters for the selected

streams. In this example, the parameter chosen is the sliding window size, and the value

chosen is 4, which is half of the original value.



The TCP module 435 eventually sends a message 650 with the new sliding

window size to the remote TCP peer 605. As can be seen in FIG. 6, the remote TCP peer

605 has transmitted data at several earlier points in time (655, 660), and continues to

transmit data one more time (665) after the window size update (645). However, at some

point the remote transmitter window closes (670), and the remote peer slows down the

rate of transmission, thus reducing the bandwidth used by this TCP stream.

With the remote transmitter slowed for some period of time using this technique,

the total bandwidth usage in this scenario eventually drops below the threshold, and the

bandwidth monitor 560 sends a notification 675 of this condition to the TCP master

controller 550. In response, the TCP master controller 550 sends a message 680 adjusting

the flow control parameters in the other direction in order to increase the remote rate of

transmission (e.g., increasing the window size or decreasing the acknowledgement delay).

In one embodiment, this flow control parameter is a value between the original value (at

point 635) and the adjusted value (at point 645). At some point, the TCP module 435

transmits a message 685 containing the new sliding window size to the remote TCP peer

605, and eventually the window opens (690) and the remote TCP peer 605 increases the

rate of data transmission (695).

At some point, an equilibrium state is reached, in which some bandwidth is left,

but not enough for the TCP master controller 550 to trigger another increase. The flow

control adjustment is done dynamically: if bandwidth usage increases to the maximum,

the TCP master controller 550 reduces window size; but if there is too much bandwidth

not in use, the TCP master controller 550 may increase the transmission rate so as not to

waste too much bandwidth. When the TCP master controller 550 is notified through

interface 585 that all UDP sessions are finished, the TCP master controller 550 can

release all constraints on TCP streams.



Any process descriptions or blocks in flowcharts should be understood as

representing modules, segments, or portions of code which include one or more

executable instructions for implementing specific logical functions or steps in the process.

As would be understood by those of ordinary skill in the art of the software development,

alternate implementations are also included within the scope of the disclosure. In these

alternate implementations, functions may be executed out of order from that shown or

discussed, including substantially concurrently or in reverse order, or deleted depending

on the functionality involved.

The systems and methods disclosed herein can be embodied in any computer-

readable medium for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system,

apparatus, or device. Such instruction execution systems include any computer-based

system, processor-containing system, or other system that can fetch and execute the

instructions from the instruction execution system. In the context of this disclosure, a

"computer-readable medium" can be any means that can contain, store, communicate,

propagate, or transport the program for use by, or in connection with, the instruction

execution system. The computer readable medium can be, for example but not limited to,

a system or propagation medium that is based on electronic, magnetic, optical,

electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor technology.

Specific examples of a computer-readable medium using electronic technology

would include (but are not limited to) the following: an electrical connection (electronic)

having one or more wires; a random access memory (RAM); a read-only memory

(ROM); an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory). A

specific example using magnetic technology includes (but is not limited to) a portable

computer diskette. Specific examples using optical technology include (but are not

limited to) an optical fiber and a portable compact disk read-only memory (CD-ROM).



Conditional language, such as, among others, "can," "could," "might," or "may,"

unless specifically stated otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is

generally intended to convey that certain embodiments include, while other embodiments

do not include, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional language is

not generally intended to imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way

required for one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily

include logic for deciding, with or without user input or prompting, whether these

features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be performed in any particular

embodiment.

The foregoing description has been presented for purposes of illustration and

description. It is not intended to be exhaustive or to limit the disclosure to the precise

forms disclosed. Obvious modifications or variations are possible in light of the above

teachings. The implementations discussed, however, were chosen and described to

illustrate the principles of the disclosure and its practical application to thereby enable a

person of ordinary skill in the art to utilize the disclosure in various implementations and

with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated. All such

modifications and variation are within the scope of the disclosure as determined by the

appended claims when interpreted in accordance with the breadth to which they are fairly

and legally entitled.



CLAIMS

At least the following is claimed:

L A method, performed in a multimedia terminal adapter (MTA), of adjusting

bandwidth of streams carried on a subscriber loop, the method comprising the steps of:

determining bandwidth in use on the subscriber loop;

selecting, for adjustment, at least one of a plurality of TCP streams carried on the

subscriber loop; and

adjusting at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP stream based on

the bandwidth in use.

2 . The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining, for each of the plurality of TCP streams received by a protocol stack,

subscriber loop bandwidth used by each of the TCP streams; and

adjusting the at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP stream based

on the subscriber loop bandwidth used by the selected TCP stream.

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

determining a measure of total bandwidth in use on the subscriber loop.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the flow control parameter comprises a sliding

window size or an acknowledgement delay.



5. The method of claim 1, wherein the adjusting step is responsive to the

bandwidth in use reaching a predefined threshold.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

responsive to the bandwidth passing a predefined threshold, decreasing a sliding

window size of the selected TCP stream.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

responsive to the bandwidth passing a predefined threshold, increasing an

acknowledgement delay of the selected TCP stream.

8. A multimedia terminal adapter (MTA) comprising:

memory having stored thereon program code; and

a processor that is programmed by at least the program code to enable the MTA

to:

determine bandwidth in use on the subscriber loop;

select, for adjustment, at least one of a plurality of TCP streams carried on

the subscriber loop; and

adjust at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP stream based

on the bandwidth in use.



9. The MTA of claim 8, wherein the processor is further programmed to enable

the MTA to:

determine, for each of a plurality of TCP streams received by a protocol stack,

subscriber loop bandwidth used by each of the TCP streams; and

adjust at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP stream based on the

subscriber loop bandwidth used by the selected TCP stream.

10. The MTA of claim 8, wherein the processor is further programmed to enable

the MTA to:

determine a measure of total bandwidth in use on a subscriber loop.

11. The MTA of claim 8, wherein the flow control parameter comprises a sliding

window size or an acknowledgement delay.

12. The MTA of claim 8, wherein the adjusting step is responsive to the

bandwidth in use reaching a predefined threshold.

13. The MTA of claim 8, wherein the processor is further programmed to enable

the MTA to:

responsive to the bandwidth passing a predefined threshold, decrease a sliding

window size of the selected TCP stream.



14. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

responsive to the bandwidth passing a predefined threshold, increasing an

acknowledgement delay of the selected TCP stream.

15. A computer-readable medium having a computer program for processing data

comprising:

logic configured to determine bandwidth in use on a subscriber loop;

logic configured to select, for adjustment, at least one of a plurality of TCP

streams carried on the subscriber loop; and

logic configured to adjust at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP

stream based on the bandwidth in use.

16. The computer readable medium of claim 15, further comprising:

logic configured to determine for each of a plurality of TCP streams received by a

protocol stack, subscriber loop bandwidth used by each of the TCP streams; and

logic configured to adjust at least one flow control parameter of the selected TCP

stream based on the subscriber loop bandwidth used by the selected TCP stream.

17. The computer readable medium of claim 15, further comprising:

logic configured to determine a measure of total bandwidth in use on a subscriber

loop.



18. The computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein the flow control

parameter comprises a sliding window size or an acknowledgement delay.

19. The computer readable medium of claim 15, wherein the logic configured to

adjust is responsive to the bandwidth in use reaching a predefined threshold.

20. The computer readable medium of claim 15, further comprising:

logic configured to, responsive to the bandwidth passing a predefined threshold,

decrease a sliding window size of the selected TCP stream.
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